SPECIALKLUBBEN FOR
BELGISKE HYRDEHUNDE
GROENENDAEL – TERVUEREN – MALINOIS –
LAEKENOIS

PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Breeder

Buyer

Name:

Navn:

Adress:

Adress:
Zip code/city

Telephone:

Telephone:

Mail:

Mail:

Name of the dog

Breed:

Birth:

Colour:

Sex:

DKK reg. no.

ID nr.

Father:

Reg. nr.

Mother:

Reg. nr.

The puppy is registred in Danish Kennel Club(DKK) with a pedigree in four generations. The pedigree is handed over
with the puppy. The puppy is chip marked.
Between the bellow mentioned buyer and seller the following is agreed:
1.

The buyer has 2 years of right to invoke lack of conformity for any heritable defect or heritable deceases of
important meaning for the dogs health and wellbeing, as long as they are proven congenital (veterinarian consult)
or arose when still living with the breeder. In such case the full price is returned if it is necessary to euthanize the
dog due to the defect(s).

2.

In case the dog within it’s first year of living, turns out to have visible breeding disqualifying defects, half the price
is refunded. Such dog may not be used for breeding.

3.

If the presence of cryptorchism or monorchism in a male dog is diagnosed around 18 months of age, half the price
or any expenses (maximum is half the prize) for surgery of the misplaced testickle(s) are refunded to the owner, if
the operation is found necessary for the dogs wellbeing(veterinarians opinion). Such case should be reported back
to the breeder before surgery and such surgery should be chosen in agreement with the breeder.

4.

The hips of the dog must be x-rayed between 18-24 months of age and the pictures send to DKK for valuation (or
the national kennel club). If thescore is worse than HD=B, half the price is refunded. If the dog is crippled due to
HD, the full amount of the price is refunded or a new dog is offered.

5.

The elbows of the dog must be x-rayed between 18-24 months of age and the pictures send to DKK for valuation
(or the national club). If the score is worse than AD=1, half the price is refunded. If the dog is crippled due to AD,
the full price of the price is refunded or a new dog is offered.

6.

In case of breeding, the buyer must only breed the dog with a dog having anofficial HD score not worse than B and
an official AD score not worse than 1. The dog is only allowed to be breed with dogs possesing a 4 generations
pedigree approved by the FCI.

7.

In case the dog has defects that trigger a refund, the dog must obviously not be used for breeding. Normally a
refund is only given for one defect and can maximally be equal to trhe price given for the dog initially. In case of
refund for any reason mentioned in the contract the registration free is deducted from price before the refund.

8.

The buyer is not allowed to sell the dog, euthaqnize or pass the dog on to others, without consulting the breeder
first. In such case the breeder stands first to buy the dog back for its current value. If the owner and dog moves to a
new address the breeder should be informed about the new adress as soon as possible.

9.

Specific terms when buying a puppy from kennel Belsique’s;
A. Part 4+5 of the terms must be fulfilled.
B. The dog must, when between 10-24 months of age, go through the mentaldescription of DKK or
a similar test in other countries when living abroad.
C. An official eye examination must be done with certification when the dog is between 18-36
months of age.
D. The dog must enter at least one official show contest held by either DKK or SBH, when it’s
between 24-36 months of age. ( When living outside Denmark a similar show can be attended at
the national kennel club).
E. The dog must be fed with an optimal and correct sort of food through all of it’s life.
F. The dog must participate in training during the first year of living and be socialised well.
G. The puppy is sold as a family dog and in case of training and other use this should be done in
consideration of the dogs need.

Buying:

Price for the dog:

Of which the 2000,- has been paid when signing up for the puppy.

A guarantee sum of:

Which is returned to buyer when terms 9.A, 9.B and 9.C is followed.

This agreement is accepted with every detail by:

Place

Date

Seller:

Place

Date

Buyer
Signature

Signature

